Interjoint coordination in lower limbs in patients with a rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament of the knee joint.
Previous studies of movement kinematics in patients with a ruptured anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) have focused on changes in angular displacement in a single joint, usually flexion/extension of the knee. In the present study, we investigated the effect of an ACL injury on the overall limb interjoint coordination. We asked healthy and chronic ACL-deficient male subjects to perform eight types of movements: forward squats, backward squats, sideways squats, squats on one leg, going up a step, going down a step, walking three steps, and stepping in place. Depending on the movement concerned, we applied principal component (PC) analysis to 3 or 4 degrees of freedom (DFs): thigh flexion/extension, knee flexion/extension, ankle flexion/extension, thigh abduction/adduction. The first three DFs were investigated in all movements. PC analysis identifies linear combinations of DFs. Movements with a fixed ratio between DFs are thus described by only one PC or synergy. PCs were computed for the entire movement as well as for the period of time when the foot was in contact with the ground. For both the control and the injured groups, two synergies (PC vectors) usually accounted for more than 95% of the DFs' angular excursions. It was possible to describe 95-99% of some movements using only one synergy. Compared to control subjects, injured subjects employed different synergies for going up a step, walking three steps, squatting sideways, and squatting forward, both in the injured and uninjured legs. Those movements may thus be more indicative of injury than other movements. Although ACL-deficiency did not increase asymmetry (angle between the PCs of the same movement performed on the right and the left sides), this result is not conclusive because of the comparatively low number of subjects who participated in the study. However, the finding that synergies in both legs of patients were different from those in control subjects for going up a step and walking three steps suggests that interjoint coordination was affected for both legs, so that the asymmetry index might have been preserved despite the injury. There was also a relationship between the asymmetry index for squatting on one leg, squatting forward, walking three steps and some of the outcomes of the knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score (pain, symptoms, activities of daily living, sport and recreation function, and knee-related quality of life). This suggests that significant differences in the asymmetry index could be obtained if more severely-injured patients participated in this study. It is possible that subjects compensated for their mechanical deficiencies by modifying muscle activation patterns. Synergies were not only modified in injured subjects, but also rearranged: the percentage of movement explained by the first PC was different for the injured and/or uninjured legs of patients, as compared to the legs of the control group, for going up a step, going down a step, walking three steps, and squatting forward. We concluded that the analysis of interjoint coordination may be efficient in characterizing motor deficits in people with knee injuries.